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Descriptive Inventory

SC 364 CIVIL War, 1861-1865 – Letters

1 folder. 4 items; 2 partial items. 1862-1971. Original and photocopies.

1971.55.1

BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD

SC 364 CIVIL War, 1861-1865 – Letters 1862-1971

Photocopies of Civil War letters (3), 1862, 1864, n.d. The letters were written from camps in Tennessee and Georgia by soldiers from Illinois. Includes letter relative to above letters, 1971.

1 folder. 4 items; 2 partial items.

Original and photocopies.

1971.55.1

SUBJECT ANALYTICS

Civil War – Campaigns, battles, military actions – Georgia
Civil War – Campaigns, battles, military actions – Tennessee
Civil War – Economic conditions
Civil War – Horses
Civil War – Illinois – Soldiers from
Civil War – Military life
Georgia – Travel and description
Sherman, William Tecumseh, 1820-1891 – Relating to, 1864
Thomas, George Henry, 1816-1870 – Relating to, 1864
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